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108: Walking through Tokyo at the Turn of the Centur y is a walk

through sounds and the space between them,in the space

between the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. This audio

amble is accompanied by a series of photographs of Tokyo

taken by Christie Pearson,offering a slow, meditative reflection

of urban spaces and moments against the recorded cries of

street sellers and the bells and squeals of pachinko parlours.

The photos create a feeling of being so caught up in audible

space that the visual world passes by in intense fragmentary

moments.

‘Walking through Tokyo’ was commissioned as an audio piece

by Radio-Canada for the show ‘L’espace du son’, ‘The Space of

Sound’.The soundwalk is informed by the spatial experience

of radio, the sonic “space without walls”evoked by audio artist

Jacki Apple, where “sound is the object, the ephemeral trace

in the mind of the receiver, a sensation resonating along 

aural pathways and passageways.... bouncing like a ball

through memory, onto the visual field of the inner e ye.”1

Apple describes radio as a space in time, and a space to be

inhabited. Returning from the space of Tokyo at the turn of 

the century,it takes a moment to adjust to the quiet brightness

of a Christchurch High St in December, disconcertingly, as the

Tokyowalk is centred on midnight, midwinter.

Sarah Peebles describes finding herself drawn to the 

“space between things” in these recordings. She finds this

particularly striking in Tokyo, as it is a much more “active

and compelling”ambient environment than her home town,

Toronto. Or Christchurch. The spatial dimension is evoked by

movement past minispeakers placed outside shops , and the

periodicity and cyclical elements of trainstation sounds.“Even

the pachinko (Japanese pinball) parlour's wall of sound reveals

distinct songs, shapes, reccuring themes and momentary

spaces, when examined closely through the looking glass of

digital signal processing.” 2 The recordings were made between

December 26th,1999 and January 3,2000,and apart from a

small temporal leap back to 1986 for the dawn Kendo practice,

the walk flows in the order in which it was recorded.

The ‘108’of the title refers to the ringing of temple bells at

midnight on new year’s eve, struck 108 times “representing 108

human desires which may lead to sin,sort of like purging one

of temptation for the year.” 3 The audible Tokyo that Peebles

constructs is a traversing of contemporary, traditional,

electronic and ritual space.

‘Walking through Tokyo’ is also available on cd,4 creating 

the possibility of walking through one city while audibly

inhabiting a different city at the same time. The process

reverses the idea of the walkman - instead of shutting out the

environment by creating a private audio space, the recordist

soaks it up and re-presents it as a purely audible experience,

what Anne McCartney, writing about sharing a recording

process with soundwalk pioneer Hildegaard Westerkamp,

calls a “private amplified perspective”. 5 These practices are

one way of realising Futurist Luigi Rossolo’s desire for "entire

symphonies composed of the sounds of e veryday life," as a

reflection of the changing acoustic environment of moder n

cities. 6 The soundwalk,and trambientsound, re-present the 

city as an ambient spac e, and focus attention on its overlooked

acoustic dimensions, described by John Cage as “the subtle

harmonies...gener ated by chance in the natural and built

environment".7
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The five artists in this exhibition are connec ted by their use of

technology in art, however each responds very differently to

their experiences of technology and its various manifestations

in contemporary culture. The clash of the virtual and the

physical is apparent in much of the work,and the body is

never far from view.

Sean Kerr’s friendly monster Fred II greeted visitors to this

show, appearing to watch and talk to us with his go ogly eyes

peering out from an oversized cardboard box. Fred had a

limited capacity for conversation,simply repeating comments

programmed in by his creator, taken from a gallery visitor

book. Artificial sight was provided via a surveillance camera

sensitive to movement. So although Fred was incapable of

watching us, the illusion was not so, we were in fact watched,

and tracked - caught on camera in the gallery as we are

multiple times a day going about our business in shops,

garages, banks and city streets.

Taking a mouse as her central protagonist , Michelle Lawrence

re-enacts a local reality television series from a different

perspective in her work Colonial Mouse. Lawrence’s digital

video is installed within an ornate gold frame set into a

familiar deep red wall colour - the artist setting her work

within what would have been the ideal colonial gallery style .

Rejecting the framing of cyberspace as some kind of abstract

globalised phenomenon as clichéd and ir relevant, Terrence

Handscomb focuses instead on the physical reality of the

singular and human – his own body. Part of “Under Southern

Skies”, a 2003 suite of digital video works by Handscomb,

Spa and Healing Hands were paired in Push the Button , each

providing intimate and gory details of the artist ’s body in the

form of a video diary documenting ritualistic foot-cleansing

and scab-picking.

The nasty and sinister comes into play in Amanda Newall’s

exhibited works.Various media are deployed by the artist with

a lack of hierarchy, combining sculptural and electronic means

to both humourous and cautionary effect. Newall’s two works

Tree and Blobs Game encourage interaction,utilising gaming

interfaces, yet not quite following all the customary rules and

expectations we have of mainstream games. Props and icons

from Newall’s computer environments have been left behind

in real space, as the vinyl mask of the rabbit charac ter

manipulated in Blobs Game sits beside the computer station,

adding a touch of theatricality and uncertainty.

Gaming environments have also infiltrated Toshi Endo’s art

practice, yet Safeplaces is a purely playful device, a reaction

from the artist to the nasty potentials of the internet. The result

of Endo’s aim to create a safe place online is a utopic scene ,

a playground for a solitary character set upon a grassy hill

where the sun always rises and the birds always sing. Like

Kerr’s Fred and Newall’s games, this world is also limited,

conditioned and directed by the artist.

Rosemary Forde

Push the Button

Toshi Endo, Terrence Handscomb, Sean Kerr,

Michelle Lawrence, Amanda Newall 
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Sean Kerr, Michelle Lawrence
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